With the development of the 3D Simulation league and its improvements both in motion behaviours and high level artificial intelligence, strategies for passing the ball between players began to emerge. With that in mind, our previous defense, which reacted only to the player with possession of the ball, was not as effective as before. This paper will present BahiaRT’s new stage for the cooperative defensive module, which will be responsible for marking high-risk opponents without the ball, to avoid a passing advantage for the opposing team.

The BahiaRT’s agents previously had four behavioral states defined from the state’s analysis, direction and agent’s position, allies, opponents and ball’s position. Every behavior has a defined goal:

1) **Limited**: Retrieve your ability to participate in the game.
2) **Active**: Gain or maintain possession of the ball.
3) **Cooperative**: Take a strategic position according with the formation of the team.
4) **Active Marker**: Support the active player in marking the opponent with the ball.

The defense module[1] developed during RoboCup 2014 created a behavioral state now named *active marker*. Whenever the opponent team has possession of the ball, the defensive module chooses an agent between the ones currently behaving as cooperative to assist the active player in gaining possession of the ball. The new state, *passive marker*, will evaluate the current state of the field, searching for high-risk opponents and assigning the player to one of them, if it is available. This process occurs in three stages:

1 - **Opponent Risk Assessment**
During the first stage, the model will analyse each opponent’s position in the field, distance to the closest ally, amount of allies between that player and the goal, within other factors. Taking all these into account, it will assign each player a risk value, indicating how likely that player is, if it receives the ball, to make a goal.

2 - **Ally Availability Assessment**
The second stage is responsible for checking each ally’s availability to leave its strategic position and mark a risky opponent. This calculation takes into consideration the player’s position in the field, the amount of opponents near, the likability of that player to become an *active marker* and so on. Similarly to the risk, an availability value will be assigned to each player.

3 - **Target Assignment**
Once both risk and availability have been assigned to all players, the model must decide which adversary the current player will mark, if any at all. To do that, it orders the opponents by risk, and if the risk is similar, by distance to the agent. For each opponent, it will check if there’s a closer available ally to mark that player, in case there isn’t and the agent’s own availability and the opponent’s risk are high enough, that player will be assigned as the target. If no target is found, the player will remain in the cooperative state.

Once the target has been set, the model will calculate a marking point, positioned between the target and the goal, near the target. As most passing strategies kick the ball a little further from the target, for it to get the ball and run towards the goal. To avoid committing charging fouls, we place the target far enough from the opponent to avoid collisions.
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